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Device Driver

**Driver:**
A set of functions (of software) that manipulate a hardware device
Today as a part of (better: an extension to) the operating system
A container for a collection of subroutines that the OS calls to perform various operations that relate to a hardware device.

Device Driver

A set of functions that manipulate a hardware device
– as a part of (an extension to) the operating system:
• OS needs / provides access to I/O devices
• uniform programming surface, "Virtual Device"
• necessary privileges
• concurrency, multi tasking system – applications share physical hardware

Device Driver

A set of functions that manipulate a hardware device
– as a part of (an extension to) the operating system:
a software layer that lies between the applications and the actual device – hides the details, provides a standardized surface
applications use system calls –
open(), read(), write(), ioctl(), ... close()
if we exchange a device, we simply change the driver – the applications are not affected

Kernel Modules

A set of functions that manipulate a hardware device
– as a part of (an extension to) the operating system:
in Linux: **Kernel Modules**
can be built separately from the rest of the kernel and loaded at runtime when needed
Kernel Modules

in Linux: Kernel Modules

this lectures:
- hands-on tutorial to write kernel module drivers
- (simple character drivers, without DMA, PnP, USB, ...)
- no multiprocessor (SMP) machines - synchronisation

Kernel version 2.6 (also 2.4)

Warning:
we have full privileges, can do a lot of damage
### Ports

**Address Recognition:**
- e.g. 1st serial port (COM1): 0x3F8 – 0x3FF
- memory mapped or separate I/O space (Intel)
- memory space: Load, Store, Move; I/O ports: In, Out
- base address: flash ROM (old: DIL switches)
- lower address bits: address of internal registers

### Synchronisation by Polling

```plaintext
do ; while ( (inb(SR) & 0x80) == 0 ); // busy wait
outb ( Databyte, DR ); // impl. reset of SR
```

### Synchronisation by Interrupt

- The CPU is responsible for synchronisation, addressing and byte counting
- The device must be slower than the CPU
- Polling – waste of CPU time, fast reaction
- Interrupt – takes time to accept

→ Interrupt at the beginning of a block, then polling
Handshaking

For fast devices we may need a second status line from the port to the device – Acknowledge
device and port "shake hands"
→ again with polling or interrupt

DMA – Direct Memory Access

If the CPU is responsible for addressing and byte counting:

Start:
Load R2, Count
Load AR1, StartAddr

Loop:
In R1, DR // synchr. not considered
Store (AR1), R1
Inc AR1
Dec R2
Jnz Loop // very expensive ==> DMA

DMA Controller

DMAC is 2nd Bus Master
responsible for addressing, counting, synchronisation
Cycle steal modus or Burst modus

Using Ports in User Space

#include <sys/io.h>

unsigned char inb(unsigned short int port);
void outb(unsigned char value,
unsigned short int port);

analogous: inw(), inl(), outw(), outl(), inb_p() ...

inline functions, compile: gcc -O -Wall ...
Using Ports in User Space

```c
#include <sys/io.h>
#define PORT 0x378       // parallel port

int main()
{
    outb(0x25, PORT);
}

> ./exe                   (or root: # ./exe)
 Speicherzugriffsfehler

export LANG=en_US ==> Segmentation fault
export LANG=hu_HU ==> Szegmentálási hiba
( 2.4: Szegmentálási hiba )
```

provide root privileges to an executable program:

```bash
> ll exe                        // ls -l -rwxr-xr-x    1 nwk   users    3160 ...
exe # chown root:root exe # chmod a+s exe -rwsr-sr-x    1 root  root     3160 ...

> ./exe        ==>   Result iopl: 0
s - setuid, setgid, process gets eff. user ID/ group ID of the file owner (root), not of the caller
```
gcc Inline Assembler

unsigned char inb(unsigned short int port) {
    unsigned char val;
    asm volatile("inb %l,%0": "a" (val): "d" (port));
    return val;
}

asm(instructions : outp operands : inp operands                          
   [: clobbered registers]); operands: "constraints" (C_expr)  ->  %0, %1 ... > gcc -O -S      ==>  inb %dx,%al

gcc Inline Assembler

GNU assembler syntax

mov from, to
movl %eax, %ebx     // longword (32 bit)
movw %ax,  %bx      // word (16 bit)
movb %al,  %bl      // byte ( 8 bit)

movl $0x386, %edi   // immediate operand
movb (%esi), %al    // indirect memory reference

( look at the output of  'gcc -S source.c' )

 GCC Inline Assembler

asm volatile("outb %b0,%w1":"a" (val),"Nd" (port));

no output operands

operand %0: byte, "a"  val -> %al
operand %1: word; "Nd" port -> byte constant
   or %dx

===> outb %al, $255
or  outb %al, %dx

constraints:

"m"  - output
"r"  - general register
"M"  - memory
"g"  - general register, memory or immediate
"s"  - different from all input operands
"a"  - %eax ... "d"  - %edx
"D"  - %edi, "S" - %esi
"N"  - byte constant (0 .. 255)
int xy=5;
asm("rorb %b0": "=r" (xy): "0" (xy));

printf("%02x\n",xy);

// rotate right 1 byte: 0x05 -> 0x82

output operand %0
input operand "0" -> same register as %0

--> rorb %al
(*rorb %0* --> rorb %eax --> Warning)

---

asm ("movl %2,%0; incl %2; movl %2,%1":
"=r" (m), "=r"(k) : "r" (n));

--> n=37, m=38, k=38  not correct!!
( movl %eax,%eax; incl %eax; movl %eax,%edx)

asm ("movl %2,%0; incl %2; movl %2,%1":
"=r" (m), "=r"(k) : "r" (n));

--> n=37, m=37, k=38  OK
( movl %eax,%ecx; incl %eax; movl %eax,%edx)

---

User Space – Kernel Space

kernel, modules  –  kernel space
applications  –  user space

one task of the OS: independent operation of programs and protection against unauthorized access to resources

the CPU enforces protection of system software from applications
( i386: 4 rings – supervisor mode (kernel space): ring 0,
user mode (user space): ring 3 )

---

references (Inline Assembler):
gcc documentation:
http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/gcc-3.3.1/gcc/Extended-Asm.html

Intel IA-32 Architecture Software Developer’s Manuals:
User Space – Kernel Space

modules – kernel space      highest privilege level
applications – user space      low privilege level
some operations are disallowed

both modes also have their own address space

code can switch from one level to another only through a limited
number of gates:    applications issue "system calls"
(then the kernel code executing the system call can access data in
the callers address space, interrupt handler cannot)

User Space – Kernel Space

modules – kernel space      highest privilege level
applications – user space      low privilege level

user: full C library                –       kernel: system calls only

conventional debugger hanging application – simply kill it,
we can do any damage in kernel space

user mem: swappable, won’t occupy RAM when it is not in use
kernel module: 2.4 not interruptible by the scheduler (time slices)

User Space – Kernel Space

user space          kernel space
full C library                   system calls only
#include <stdlib.h>          #include <linux/*>
conventional debuggers       debugging difficult
hanging harmless → kill                  strange system errors, reboot
swappable                           remains in memory (fast)
preemptive                           2.4 nonpreemptive
                                        must be reentrant anyhow
                                        be careful – macros
                                        very small stack
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